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HEISENBERG DOUBLE HpBq AS A BRAIDED COMMUTATIVE
YETTER–DRINFELD MODULE ALGEBRA OVER THE DRINFELD
DOUBLE
A.M. SEMIKHATOV
ABSTRACT. We study the Yetter–DrinfeldDpBq-module algebra structure on the Heisen-
berg double HpBq endowed with a “heterotic” action of the Drinfeld double DpBq. This
action can be interpreted in the spirit of Lu’s description of HpBq as a twist of DpBq. In
terms of the braiding of Yetter–Drinfeld modules, HpBq is braided commutative. By the
Brzezin´ski–Militaru theorem, HpBq#DpBq is then a Hopf algebroid over HpBq. For
B a particular Taft Hopf algebra at a 2pth root of unity, the construction is adapted to yield
Yetter–Drinfeld module algebras over the 2p3-dimensional quantum group Uqsℓp2q. In
particular, it follows that MatppCq is a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-
module algebra and MatppUqsℓp2qq is a Hopf algebroid over MatppCq.
1. INTRODUCTION
For a Hopf algebra B, the Heisenberg double HpBq is the smash product B#B with
respect to the left regular action báβ  xβ 2, byβ 1 of B on B; the composition in HpBq
is given by
(1.1) pα #aqpβ #bq  αpa1áβ q#a2b, α,β P B, a,b P B.
Let DpBq be the Drinfeld double of B, with its elements written as µ bm, where µ P B
and m P B; the composition in DpBq is pµ bmqpν b nq  µpm1áνàS1pm3qqbm2n
(and the coalgebra structure is that of BcopbB). We define a DpBq action on HpBq as
pµ bmq⊲ pβ #bq  µ3pm1áβ qS1pµ2q#  pm2bSpm3qqàS1pµ 1q,(1.2)
µ bm PDpBq, β #b PHpBq,
where bàµ  xµ, b1yb2 is the right regular action of B on B (and x , y is the evaluation).
1.1. Theorem. For a Hopf algebra B with bijective antipode, HpBq endowed with ac-
tion (1.2) and the coaction
(1.3) δ : HpB

q ÑDpBqbHpBq
β #b ÞÑ pβ 2bb1qbpβ 1#b2q
is a (left–left) Yetter–Drinfeld DpBq-module algebra.
By a Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra we mean a module comodule algebra that is also
a Yetter–Drinfeld module, i.e., a compatibility condition between the action and the coac-
tion holds in the form
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(1.4) pM1⊲Aq
p1qM
2
bpM1⊲Aq
p0q  M
1A
p1qbpM
2
⊲A
p0qq,
where, in our case, M PDpBq and A PHpBq.1
We recall from [1, 2, 3] that for a Hopf algebra H, a left H-module and left H-comodule
algebra X is said to be braided commutative (or H-commutative) if
(1.5) yx  py
p1q ⊲ xqyp0q , x,y P X .
Also, for any two (left–left) Yetter–Drinfeld H-module algebras X and Y , their braided
product X'Y is defined as the tensor product with the composition
(1.6) px' yqpv'uq  xpy
p1q ⊲ vq' yp0qu, x,v P X , y,u P Y.
(This gives a Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra.)
1.2. Theorem. HpBq is a braided (DpBq-) commutative algebra. Moreover, HpBq is
the braided product
HpBq  Bcop'B,
where Bcop and B are (braided commutative) Yetter–Drinfeld DpBq module algebras by
restriction, i.e., with the DpBq action
pµ bmq⊲β  µ2pmáβ qS1pµ 1q, pµ bmq⊲b  pm1bSpm2qqàS1pµq
and coaction δ : β ÞÑ pβ 2b1qbβ 1, δ : b ÞÑ pε bb1qbb2 (β P B, b P B).
1.2.1. As a corollary, the Brzezin´ski–Militaru theorem [2] then “provides one with a
rich source of examples of bialgebroids.” In particular, for any Hopf algebra B with
bijective antipode, the “quadruple” HpBq#DpBq, where the smash product is defined
with respect to action (1.2), is a Hopf algebroid over HpBq.
1.2.2. A “pseudoadjoint” interpretation of (1.2). The DpBq-action (1.2) first appeared
in [4]. To borrow a popular term from string theory [5] (where it was also a borrowing
originally), this action may be termed “heterotic” because it is constructed by combining
left and right DpBq actions, as we describe in 2.2.2 (and the heterotic string famously
combines “left” and “right”). Or because (1.2) “cross-breeds” regular and adjoint actions.
Trying to quantify how “far” (1.2) is from the adjoint action, we arrive at a useful
interpretation of our “heterotic” action by extending Lu’s description of the product on
HpBq as a twist of the product on DpBq [6]. The two algebraic structures, DpBq and
HpBq, are defined on the same vector space BbB, and the product (1.1) in HpBq,
temporarily denoted by Æ, can be written as
(1.7) M ÆN  M1N1ηpM2,N2q, M,N PDpBq
for a certain 2-cocycle η : DpBqbDpBq Ñ k [6]. In the same vein, the DpBq action on
1For a Hopf algebra H and a left H-comodule X , we write the coaction δ : X ÑHbX as δ pxq  x
p1qb
x
p0q ; then the comodule axioms are xε,xp1qyxp0q  x and x
1
p1q
b x2
p1q
b x
p0q  xp1qb xp0qp1qb xp0qp0q .
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HpBq in (1.2) can be rewritten in the “pseudoadjoint” form
(1.8) pM,Aq ÞÑM1 ÆAÆ spM2q, M PDpBq, A PHpBq,
where spMq  ηpM1,M2qSpM3q. Some “antipode-like” properties of s allow indepen-
dently verifying that the right-hand side here is an action, as we show in 2.4.3, where
further details are given.
1.2.3. The Heisenberg double HpBq  Bcop'B can be regarded as the lowest term,
HpBq  H2, in a series of Heisenberg n-tuples, or chains Hn — the Yetter–Drinfeld
DpBq-modules
H2n  Bcop'B'Bcop'B' . . .'B,
H2n 1  Bcop'B'Bcop'B' . . .'B'Bcop
(with 2n and 2n 1 factors), with the relations
br2isβ r2 j 1s  pb1áβ qr2 j 1sb2r2is for all i and j,(1.9)
(where Bcop Ñ Bcopr2 j  1s and B Ñ Br2is are the morphisms onto the respective fac-
tors, and we omit ' for simplicity), and
αr2i 1sβ r2 j 1s  pα3βS1pα2qqr2 j 1sα 1r2i 1s, i> j(1.10)
ar2isbr2 js  pa1bSpa2qqr2 jsa3r2is, i> j,(1.11)
where a,b P B, α,β P Bcop.
1.3. As regards the popular subject of Yetter–Drinfeld modules, we note Refs. [8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 1]. Heisenberg doubles [13, 14, 15, 6], among various smash products, have
attracted some attention, notably in relation to Hopf algebroid constructions [16, 17, 2]
(the basic observation being that HpBq is a Hopf algebroid over B [16]) and also from
various other standpoints and for different purposes [18, 7, 19, 20]. (A relatively recent
paper where Yetter–Drinfeld-like structures are studied in relation to “smash” products
is [21].)
1.4. The above results are proved quite straightforwardly. The proofs are given in Sec. 2;
there, B denotes a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode. When we pass to an example in
Sec. 3, B becomes a particular Taft Hopf algebra.
1.5. The example worked out in Sec. 3 is that of the 2p3-dimensional quantum group
Uqsℓp2q at the 2pth root of unity
q e
ipi
p ,
(p  2,3, . . .). This is the Hopf algebra with generators E, K, and F and the relations
KEK1  q2E, KFK1  q2F, rE,Fs  KK
1
qq1
,
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E p  F p  0, K2p  1,
and the Hopf algebra structure ∆pEq  E bK   1bE, ∆pKq  K bK, ∆pFq  F b 1 
K1bF, εpEq  εpFq  0, εpKq  1, SpEq  EK1, SpKq  K1, SpFq  KF .
1.5.1. Uqsℓp2q is “almost” the Drinfeld double of a 4p2-dimensional Taft Hopf algebra
B, more precisely, a “truncation” of the double obtained by taking a quotient and then
restricting to a subalgebra. This close kinship of Uqsℓp2q to a Drinfeld double extends to
the “Heisenberg side”: it turns out that the pair pDpBq,HpBqq can also be “truncated”
to a pair pUqsℓp2q,Hqsℓp2qq of 2p3-dimensional algebras, where Hqsℓp2q is a braided
commutative Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-module algebra.
1.5.2. Interestingly, the 2p3-dimensional braided commutative Yetter–DrinfeldUqsℓp2q-
module algebra Hqsℓp2q can be described as
Hqsℓp2q  Matp
 
C2prλ s

, C2prλ s  Crλ s{pλ 2p1q,
which adds a matrix flavor to our example. In the matrix language, the relevant structures
are described as follows.
First, the Uqsℓp2q action on matrices X  pxi jq with λ -dependent entries is given by
pK ⊲Xqi j  q
2pi jq xi j


λÑq1λ

,(1.12)
and
E ⊲X  1
qq1
 
X ZZ pK ⊲Xq

,(1.13)
F ⊲X  1
qq1
 
DX pK1⊲XqD

,(1.14)
where
(1.15) Z 








0 . . . . . . . . . . . 0
1 0 . . . . . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 . . . . . . 1 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

, D  pqq1q








0 1 . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 0 q1r2s . . . 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 . . . . . . . . . 0 q2prp1s
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

and we use the standard notation
rns 
qnqn
qq1
, rns!  r1sr2s . . .rns,

m
n


rms!
rmns! rns! .
Next, to describe the coaction δ : MatppC2prλ sq Ñ Uqsℓp2qbMatppC2prλ sq, we first
note that C2prλ s is the algebra of coinvariants, δ : λ ÞÑ 1b λ . It therefore remains to
define δ on “constant” matrices MatppCq. But the full matrix algebra MatppCq is alge-
braically generated by the above Z and D, and we have
(1.16) δ :
Z ÞÑ K1bZpqq1qEK1b1,
D ÞÑ K1bD pqq1qF b1.
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To summarize,
1.5.3. Theorem. With the aboveUqsℓp2q action and coaction, MatppC2prλ sq and MatppCq
are braided commutative left–left Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-module algebras.
1.5.4. By Theorem 4.1 in [2], as already noted in 1.2.1, we then have examples of
bialgebroids:
MatppC2prλ sq#Uqsℓp2q and MatppCq#Uqsℓp2q
are Hopf algebroids over the respective algebras MatppC2prλ sq and MatppCq; further
details are given in 3.4.
1.6. Hopf algebras and logarithmic conformal field theory. An additional source of
interest in Uqsℓp2q is its occurrence in a version of the Kazhdan–Lusztig duality [22],
specifically, as the quantum group dual to a class of logarithmic models of conformal
field theory [23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
In the “logarithmic” Kazhdan–Lusztig duality, Uqsℓp2q appeared in [23, 24]; subse-
quently, it gradually transpired (with the final picture having emerged from [28]) that that
was just a continuation of a series of previous (re)discoveries of this quantum group [29,
30, 31] (also see [32]). The ribbon and (somewhat stretching the definition) factorizable
structures of Uqsℓp2q were worked out in [23].
That Uqsℓp2q is Kazhdan–Lusztig-dual to logarithmic models of conformal field the-
ory — specifically, Uqsℓp2q at q e
ipi
p is dual to the pp,1q logarithmic model [33] — means
several things, in particular, (i) the SLp2,Zq representation on the Uqsℓp2q center coincides
with the SLp2,Zq representation generated from the characters of the symmetry algebra
of the logarithmic model [23], the so-called triplet W ppq algebra [34, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38],
and (ii) the Uqsℓp2q and W ppq representation categories are equivalent [24, 26, 27].
The “Heisenberg counterpart” of Uqsℓp2q, its braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld
module algebra Hqsℓp2q, is also likely to play a role in the Kazhdan–Lusztig context [39,
4], but this is a subject of future work.
2. HpBq AS A YETTER–DRINFELD DpBq-MODULE ALGEBRA
We begin with simple facts about Yetter–Drinfeld module algebras, concentrating in 2.1
on the construction of a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra as a braided
product X'Y of two such algebras X and Y . In 2.2, we then specialize to X  Bcop
and Y  B, viewed as DpBq module algebras under the heterotic action. We verify that
all the necessary conditions are then satisfied, hence our conclusion in 2.3. In 2.4, we
give a “pseudoadjoint” interpretation of the heterotic action, and in 2.5 consider multiple
“alternating” braided products.
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2.1. The category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules over a Hopf algebra with bijective an-
tipode is well known to be braided, with the braiding cX ,Y : X bY ÑY bX given by
cX ,Y : xb y ÞÑ px
p1q ⊲ yqb xp0q .
The inverse is c1X ,Y : yb x ÞÑ x
p0qbS
1
px
p1qq⊲ y.
We say that two Yetter–Drinfeld modules X and Y are braided symmetric if
cY,X  c
1
X ,Y
(note that both sides here are maps Y bX Ñ X bY ), that is,
py
p1q ⊲ xqb yp0q  xp0qb
 
S1px
p1qq⊲ y

.
2.1.1. Lemma. Let X and Y be braided symmetric Yetter–Drinfeld modules, each of which
is a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra. Then their braided product
X'Y is a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra.
2.1.2. Proof. Beyond the standard facts, we have to show the braided commutativity, i.e.,
(2.1)  px' yq
p1q ⊲ pv'uq

px' yq
p0q  px' yqpv'uq
for all x,v P X and y,u P Y . For this, we write the condition cX ,Y  c1Y,X as
px
p1q ⊲ yqb xp0q  yp0q b
 
S1py
p1qq⊲ x

and use this to establish an auxiliary identity,
(2.2)  px
p1q ⊲ yqp1q ⊲ xp0q

bpx
p1q ⊲ yqp0q 
 
y
p0q p1q ⊲
 
S1py
p1qq⊲ x

b y
p0q p0q

 
y2
p1q
S1py1
p1q
q⊲ x

b y
p0q
 xb y.
The left-hand side of (2.1) can then be calculated as
 
px' yq
p1q ⊲ pv'uq

px' yq
p0q

 
x
p1qyp1q ⊲ pv'uq

px
p0q' yp0qq

 
px1
p1q
y1
p1q
⊲ vq' px2
p1q
y2
p1q
⊲uq

px
p0q' yp0qq
 px1
p1q
y1
p1q
⊲ vq
 
px2
p1q
y2
p1q
⊲uq
p1q ⊲ xp0q

' px2
p1q
y2
p1q
⊲uq
p0qyp0q
 px
p1qy
1
p1q
⊲ vq
 
px
p0q p1q ⊲ py
2
p1q
⊲uqq
p1q ⊲ xp0q p0q

' px
p0q p1q ⊲ py
2
p1q
⊲uqq
p0qyp0q
 px
p1qy
1
p1q
⊲ vqx
p0q' py
2
p1q
⊲uqy
p0q,
just because of (2.2) in the last equality. But the right-hand side of (2.1) is
px' yqpv'uq  xpy
p1q ⊲ vq' yp0qu
 px
p1qyp1q ⊲ vqxp0q' pyp0q p1q ⊲uqyp0q p0q
because X and Y are both braided commutative. The two expressions coincide.
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2.1.3. Remark. Because the braided symmetry condition is symmetric with respect to
the two modules, we also have the braided symmetric Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra
Y'X , with the product
py' xqpu' vq  ypx
p1q ⊲uq' xp0qv.
In addition to the multiplication inside Y and inside X , this formula expresses the relations
xu  px
p1q ⊲uqxp0q satisfied in Y'X by x P X and u P Y . Because cX ,Y  c
1
Y,X , these are
the same relations ux  pu
p1q ⊲ xqup0q that we have in X'Y . Somewhat more formally,
the isomorphism
φ : X'Y ÑY'X
is given by φ : x' y ÞÑ px
p1q ⊲ yq' xp0q . This is a module map by virtue of the Yetter–
Drinfeld condition, and it is immediate to verify that δ pφpx' yqq  pidbφqpδ px' yqq.
That φ is an algebra map follows by calculating
φpx' yqφpv'uq  ppx
p1q ⊲ yq' xp0qqppvp1q ⊲uq' vp0qq
 px
p1q ⊲ yqpxp0q p1qvp1q ⊲uq'xp0q p0qvp0q
 px1
p1q
⊲ yqpx2
p1q
v
p1q ⊲uq'xp0qvp0q
 x
p1q ⊲
 
ypv
p1q ⊲uq

' x
p0qvp0q
and
φppx' yqpv'uqq  φ xpy
p1q ⊲ vq' yp0qu

 px
p1qpyp1q ⊲ vqp1q ⊲ pyp0quqq'xp0qpyp1q ⊲ vqp0q
X
 x
p1q ⊲ pyp0quqp0q' xp0q
 
S1py
p0q p1qup1qq⊲ pyp1q ⊲ vq

 x
p1q ⊲ pyp0qup0qq' xp0q
 
S1py2
p1q
u
p1qqy
1
p1q
⊲ v

 x
p1q ⊲ pyup0qq'xp0q
 
S1pu
p1qq⊲ v

X
 x
p1q ⊲
 
ypv
p1q ⊲uq

' x
p0qvp0q,
where the braided symmetry condition was used in each of the X equalities.
2.2. We intend to use 2.1.1 in the case where X  Bcop and Y  B. This requires some
preparations.
2.2.1. Lemma. For a Hopf algebra B with bijective antipode, the formulas
pµ bmq⊲β  µ2pmáβ qS1pµ 1q, pµ bmq⊲b  pm1bSpm2qqàS1pµq
make Bcop and B into left DpBq-module algebras.
2.2.2. This is known, e.g., from [17], where both these actions are discussed and refer-
ences to the previous works are given. The DpBq action on B is obtained by restricting
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the left regular action of DpBq on DpBq  BbB [6],
pµ bmqápbbβ q  pµ2ábqbµ3pmáβ qS1pµ 1q,
to 1bB. Similarly, the DpBq action on B is obtained [40] by restricting the right regular
action of DpBq on DpBq  BbB to Bbε and using the antipode to convert it into a left
action. The right regular action of DpBq on DpBq is [6, 17]
pbbβ qàpµ bmq  S1pm3qpbàµqm1bpβàm2q,
where βàm  xβ 1, myβ 2 is the right regular action of B on B. Restricting to B and
replacing µ bm with pSpm3qáS1pµqàm1qbSpm2q then gives the second formula in
the lemma.
The following statement is obvious.
2.2.3. Lemma. With the respective coactions
δ : β ÞÑ pβ 2b1qbβ 1, δ : b ÞÑ pεbb1qbb2,
Bcop and B are DpBq-comodule algebras.
2.2.4. Lemma. With the action and coaction in 2.2.1 and 2.2.3, both Bcop and B are
Yetter–Drinfeld module algebras.
It only remains to verify the Yetter–Drinfeld condition in each case. For Bcop, we
calculate the left-hand side of (1.4) with M  µ bm as
ppµ2bm1q⊲β q
p1qpµ
1
bm2qbppµ2bm1q⊲β q
p0q

  
µ3pm1áβ qS1pµ2q2µ 1bm2bpµ3pm1áβ qS1pµ2qq1

 
µp5qpm1áβ 2qS1pµp2qqµp1qbm2bµp4qβ 1S1pµp3qq

 
µ3pm1áβ 2qbm2bµ2β 1S1pµ 1q,
but the right-hand side of (1.4) is
pµ bmq1β
p1qb
 
pµ bmq2⊲β
p0q

 pµ3bm1qpβ 2b1qb  µ2pm2áβ 1qS1pµ 1q
 pµ3bm1qppβ 2àm2qb1qbµ2β 1S1pµ 1q
(because β 2bpmáβ 1q  pβ 2àmqbβ 1)

 
µ3pmp1qáβ 2àmp4qS1pmp3qqqbmp2qbµ2β 1S1pµ 1q,
which is the same. For B, similarly, the left-hand side of (1.4) is (assuming the precedence
abàβ  pabqàβ , and so on)
ppµ2bm1q⊲bq
p1qpµ
1
bm2qbppµ2bm1q⊲bq
p0q

 
ε b
 
pm1bSpm2qqàS1pµ2q

1

pµ 1bm3qb
 
pm1bSpm2qqàS1pµ2q

2
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
 
ε b
 
pm1bSpm2qq1àS1pµ2q

pµ 1bm3qbpm1bSpm2qq2
(because ∆paàµq  pa1àµqba2)

 
µ2b
 
S1pµ 1qápm1bSpm2qq1

m3

bpm1bSpm2qq2
(using the DpBq-identity  ε bpbàS1pµ2qqpµ 1b1q  µ2bpS1pµ 1qábq)
 xS1pµ 1q, mp2qb2Spmp5qqy
 
µ2bpmp1qb1Spmp6qqqmp7q

bmp3qb3Spmp4qq

 
µ2bmp1qb1

b
 
mp2qb2Spmp3qqàS1pµ 1q


 
pµ2bm1qpεbb1q

b
 
pµ 1bm2q⊲b2


 
pµ bmq1b
p1q

b
 
pµ bmq2⊲b
p0q

,
which is the right-hand side.
2.2.5. Lemma. Bcop and B are braided commutative DpBq-module algebras.
This is entirely obvious once we note that when the DpBq action on Bcop in 2.2.1 is
restricted to the action of Bcopb1, it becomes the adjoint action; the same is true for the
DpBq action on B restricted to the action of εbB; therefore, for example, pa
p1q⊲bqap0q 
pa1⊲bqa2  pa1bSpa2qqa3  ab.
2.2.6. Lemma. Bcop and B are braided symmetric.
We must show that cBcop,B  c
1
B,Bcop , i.e.,
pb
p1q ⊲β qbbp0q  βp0qbpS1D pβp1qq⊲bq.
The antipode here is that of DpBq, and therefore the right-hand side evaluates as β 1b
pSpβ 2q⊲ bq  β 1bpbàS1pSpβ 2qqq  β 1bpbàβ 2q, which is immediately seen to
coincide with the left-hand side.
2.3. It now follows from 2.1.1 that Bcop'B is a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld
DpBq-module algebra. But the product in Bcop'B actually evaluates as the product
in HpBq:
pα'aqpβ'bq  αpa
p1q ⊲β q'ap0qb  αppε ba1q⊲β q'a2b  αpa1áβ q'a2b.
We therefore conclude that with the DpBq action and coaction in (1.2) and (1.3), HpBq
is a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld DpBq-module algebra.
2.4. A “pseudo-adjoint” interpretation of the DpBq action on HpBq. The action de-
fined in (1.2) can be written in the “pseudo-adjoint” form
(2.3) pµ bmq⊲ pα#aq  pµ2#m1q Æ pα #aq Æ spµ 1bm2q,
where Æ temporarily denotes the composition in HpBq, and
spµ bmq  pε #Spmqq ÆpS1pµq#1q
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 pSpm2qáS1pµqq#Spm1q.
The right-hand side of (2.3) is to be compared with the adjoint action of DpBq on itself,
pµ bmq◮ pν bnq  pµ2bm1qpν bnqS
DpBqpµ
1
bm2q,
where S
DpBqpµ bmq  pε bSpmqqpS
1
pµqb1q  pSpm3qáS1pµqàm1qbSpm2q.
2.4.1. To show (2.3), we calculate its right-hand side as
pµ2#m1q Æ pα #aq Æ
 
pSpm3qáS1pµ 1qq#Spm2q


 
µ2pmp1qáαq#mp2qa

Æ
 
pSpmp4qqáS1pµ 1qq#Spmp3qq

 µ2pmp1qáαq
 
mp2qa1Spmp5qqáS1pµ 1q

#mp3qa2Spmp4qq
 µ2pm1áαq
 
pm2aSpm3qq1áS1pµ 1q

#pm2aSpm3qq2
 µ3pm1áαqS1pµ2q#pm2aSpm3qàS1pµ 1qq
(because pa1áµqba2  µ 1bpaàµ2q).
2.4.2. It may be interesting to see in more detail why the mock-adjoint action in (2.3) is
a DpBq action. We recall from [6] that Eq. (1.7) holds for the product on HpBq, with the
DpBq product in the right-hand side and with the 2-cocycle η : DpBqbDpBq Ñ k given
by
ηpµ bm,ν bnq  xµ, 1yxν, myxε, ny .
Of course, pM,Aq ÞÑ M ÆA is not a left action and pM,Aq ÞÑ AÆ spMq is not a right action
of DpBq; instead, we have the associativity of the Æ product, M Æ pA ÆNq  pM ÆAq ÆN
for all M,A,N P BbB. But the identity ηpM1,N1qspN2q Æ spM2q  spMNq satisfied by
Lu’s cocycle η and the “pseudo-antipode” s ensures that (2.3) (i.e., (1.8)) is nevertheless
a DpBq action.
From this perspective, furthermore, the DpBq module algebra property of HpBq is en-
sured by another “antipode-like” property of s, spM1q ÆM2  εpMq1, M PDpBq. And the
Yetter–Drinfeld condition easily follows for the “pseudo-adjoint” action because δ spMq
SpM2qb spM1q (where δ is the same as ∆
DpBq and the right-hand side is viewed as an ele-
ment of DpBqbHpBq) and, of course, because HpBq is a DpBq comodule algebra [6].
We somewhat formalize this simple argument as the following theorem (all of whose
conditions hold for Lu’s cocycle).
2.4.3. Theorem. For a Hopf algebra pH,∆,S,εqwith bijective antipode, let η be a normal
right 2-cocycle [6], i.e., a bilinear map HbH Ñ k such that
ηp f 1g1,hqηp f 2,g2q  ηp f ,g1h1qηpg2,h2q, ηp1,hq  ηph,1q  εphq
for all f ,g,h P H, and let H
Æ
 pH, Æq denote the associative algebra with the product
gÆh  g1h1ηpg2,h2q.
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Let s : H Ñ H be given by
(2.4) sphq  ηph1,h2qSph3q.
If the conditions
ηpsph1q,h2q  εphq,(2.5)
ηph1, sph2qq  εphq,(2.6)
ηpg1,h1qηpsph2q, spg2qq  ηpg1h1,g2h2q(2.7)
hold for all g,h P H, then H
Æ
is a left–left Yetter–Drinfeld H-module algebra under the
left H-action
(2.8) g⊲h  g1 ÆhÆ spg2q
and left coaction δ  ∆, viewed as a map H
Æ
Ñ H bH
Æ
. Moreover, H
Æ
is braided com-
mutative.
Conditions (2.5)–(2.7) can be reformulated as
sph1q Æh2  εphq1,(2.9)
h1 Æ sph2q  εphq1,(2.10)
ηpg1,h1qsph2q Æ spg2q  spghq.(2.11)
Also, it follows from (2.4) that ∆psphqq  Sph2qb sph1q.
That (2.8) is an H action immediately follows from (2.11). The module algebra prop-
erty follows from (2.9). The left coaction δ makes H
Æ
into a comodule algebra for any
right cocycle η [6]. The Yetter–Drinfeld axiom is then verified as straightforwardly as for
the true adjoint action:
ph1⊲gq
p1qh
2
bph1⊲gq
p0q  ph
1
ÆgÆ sph2qq1h3bph1 ÆgÆ sph2qq2
 hp1qg1Sphp4qqhp5qbhp2q Æg2 Æ sphp3qq  h1g
p1qbph
2
⊲g
p0qq.
The braided commutativity is also immediate:
ph
p1q ⊲gq Æhp0q  h
1
p1q
ÆgÆ sph2
p1q
q Æh
p0q  h
1
ÆgÆ sph2q Æh3
 h1 ÆgÆ1εph2q  hÆg.
2.5. Multiple braided products. Further examples of Yetter–Drinfeld module algebras
are produced by extending the Heisenberg doubleHpBq to multiple “alternating” braided
products. We first return to the setting of 2.1.
2.5.1. Multiple braided products X1' . . .'XN of Yetter–Drinfeld H-module algebras
Xi are the corresponding tensor products with the diagonal action and codiagonal coaction
of H, and with the relations
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(2.12) xris'yr js  px
p1q ⊲ yqr js' xp0qris, i ¡ j,
where zris P Xi. (The inverse relation is xris' yr js  y
p0qr js' pS1pyp1qq⊲ xqris, i   j.)
It readily follows from the Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra axioms for each of the Xi that
X1' . . .'XN is an associative algebra and, in fact, a Yetter–Drinfeld H-module algebra.
In particular, it follows that
px1ri1s' . . .' xmrimsq' py1r j1s' . . .' ynr jnsq

 
px1
p1q . . .xmp1qq⊲ py1r j1s' . . .' ynr jnsq

'
 
x1
p0qri1s' . . .' xmp0qrims

whenever ia ¡ jb for all a  1, . . . ,m and b  1, . . . ,n.
2.5.2. “Alternating” braided products. Next, let X and Y be braided symmetric Yetter–
Drinfeld H-module algebras, and consider the “alternating” products
X'Y'X'Y' . . . ,
with an arbitrary number of factors (or a similar product with the leftmost Y , or actually
their inductive limits with respect to the obvious embeddings). We let Xris denote the ith
copy of X , and similarly with Y r js. For arbitrary xris P Xris and yr js P Y r js, we then have
relations (2.12), i.e.,
(2.13) xr2i 1s'yr2 js  px
p1q ⊲ yqr2 js'xp0qr2i 1s,
for all i > j, but by the braided symmetry condition, relations (2.13) — replicas of the
relations between elements of X and elements of Y in X'Y — hold for all i and j. In the
multiple products, in addition, we also have the relations
(2.14)
xr2i 1s'vr2 j 1s  px
p1q ⊲ vqr2 j 1s'xp0qr2i 1s, x,v P X ,
yr2is'ur2 js  py
p1q ⊲uqr2 js'yp0qr2is, y,u P Y,
i ¡ j
(which also hold for i j if X and Y are braided commutative.)
2.5.3. Heisenberg n-tuples{chains. Generalizing HpBq  Bcop'B  B'Bcop, we
have “Heisenberg n-tuples{chains”— the alternating products
H2n  Bcop'B'Bcop'B' . . .'B,
H2n 1  Bcop'B'Bcop'B' . . .'B'Bcop.
As we saw in 2.5.2, the following relations hold here:
br2isβ r2 j 1s  pb1áβ qr2 j 1sb2r2is, b P B, β P Bcop, for all i and j
(where Bcop Ñ Bcopr2 j  1s and B Ñ Br2is are the morphisms onto the respective fac-
tors, and we omit the ' symbol for brevity), and
αr2i 1sβ r2 j 1s  pα3βS1pα2qqr2 j 1sα 1r2i 1s, α,β P Bcop, i> j,
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ar2isbr2 js  pa1bSpa2qqr2 jsa3r2is, a,b P B, i> j.
The DpBq action is diagonal and the coaction is codiagonal, for example,
δ pα'a'β'bq   pα2b1qpεba1qpβ 2b1qpεbb1qb  α 1'a2'β 1'b2

 
pα2ba1qpβ 2bb1qb  α 1'a2'β 1'b2.
The chains with the leftmost B factor are defined entirely similarly. The obvious em-
beddings allow defining (one-sided or two-sided) inductive limits of alternating chains.
All the chains are Yetter–Drinfeld module algebras, but none with> 3 factors are braided
commutative in general.
3. YETTER–DRINFELD MODULE ALGEBRAS AND THE ASSOCIATED HOPF
ALGEBROID FOR Uqsℓp2q
In this section, we construct Yetter–Drinfeld module algebras for Uqsℓp2q at the 2pth
root of unity for an integer p > 2 (see 1.5), and also consider the Hopf algebroid associ-
ated with a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra in accordance with the
construction in [2].
Uqsℓp2q can be obtained as a subquotient of the Drinfeld double of a Taft Hopf alge-
bra B [23, 24] (a trick also used, e.g., in [43] for a closely related quantum group). On
the “Heisenberg side,” HpBq similarly yields Hqsℓp2q, a 2p3-dimensional braided com-
mutative Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-module algebra. This is worked out in 3.1–3.2 below;
in 3.3, dropping the coinvariants in Hqsℓp2q, we obtain the algebra of p p matrices,
which is also a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-module algebra. In 3.4,
we use the Brzezin´ski–Militaru theorem to construct the corresponding Hopf algebroid.
Multiple alternating braided products are considered in 3.5.
3.1. DpBq and HpBq for the Taft Hopf algebra B.
3.1.1. The Taft Hopf algebra B. Let
B  SpanpEmknq, 06 m6 p1, 06 n6 4p1,
be the 4p2-dimensional Hopf algebra generated by E and k with the relations
kE  qEk, E p  0, k4p  1,(3.1)
and with the comultiplication, counit, and antipode given by
∆pEq  1bE Eb k2, ∆pkq  kb k, εpEq  0, εpkq  1,
SpEq  Ek2, Spkq  k1.
(3.2)
We define F,κ P B by
xF, Emkny  δm,1 q
n
qq1
, xκ, Emkny  δm,0qn{2.
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Then [23]
B  SpanpFaκbq, 06 a6 p1, 06 b6 4p1.
3.1.2. The Drinfeld double DpBq. Direct calculation shows [23] that the Drinfeld dou-
ble DpBq is the Hopf algebra generated by E, F , k, and κ with the relations given by
i) relations (3.1) in B,
ii) the relations κF  qFκ, F p  0, and κ4p  1 in B, and
iii) the cross-relations
kκ  κk, kFk1  q1F, κEκ1  q1E, rE,Fs  k
2
κ
2
qq1
.
The Hopf-algebra structure p∆
D
,ε
D
,S
D
q of DpBq is given by (3.2) and
∆
D
pFq  κ2bF  F b1, ∆
D
pκq  κbκ, ε
D
pFq  0, ε
D
pκq  1,
S
D
pFq  κ2F, S
D
pκq  κ
1.
3.1.3. The Heisenberg double HpBq. For the above B, HpBq is spanned by
(3.3) Faκb#Eckd , a,c  0, . . . , p1, b,d P Z{p4pZq,
where κ4p  1, k4p  1, F p  0, and E p  0. A convenient basis in HpBq can be chosen
as pκ,z,λ ,Bq, where κ is understood as κ#1 and
z pqq1qε #Ek2,
λ  κ# k,
B  pqq1qF #1.
The relations in HpBq then become κz  q1zκ, κλ  q 12 λκ, κB  qBκ, κ4p  1, and
(3.4)
λ 4p  1, zp  0, Bp  0,
λ z  zλ , λB  Bλ ,
Bz pqq1q1 q2zB.
Then the DpBq action on HpBq in (1.2) becomes κ⊲κn  κn, κ⊲Bn  qnBn, κ⊲λ n 
q
n
2 λ n, κ⊲ zn  qnzn, and
(3.5)
E ⊲κ  0, k⊲κn  q
n
2κ, F ⊲κn q
n
2
r
n
2sBκ
n,
E ⊲λ n  q n2 rn2sλ
n z, k⊲λ n  q n2 λ , F ⊲λ n q n2 rn2sλ
n
B,
E ⊲ zn qnrnszn 1, k⊲ zn  qn zn, F ⊲ zn  rnsq1n zn1,
E ⊲ Bn  q1nrnsBn1, k⊲Bn  qnBn, F ⊲ Bn qnrnsBn 1.
3.2. The pUqsℓp2q,Hqsℓp2qq pair.
3.2.1. From DpBq to Uqsℓp2q. The “truncation” whereby DpBq yields Uqsℓp2q consists
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of two steps [23]: first, taking the quotient
DpBq DpBq{pκk1q(3.6)
by the Hopf ideal generated by the central element κbkεb1 and, second, identifying
Uqsℓp2q as the subalgebra in DpBq spanned by FℓEmk2n with ℓ,m  0, . . . , p 1 and
n  0, . . . ,2p 1. It then follows that Uqsℓp2q is a Hopf algebra — the one described
in 1.5, where K  k2.
The category of finite-dimensional Uqsℓp2q representations is not braided [28].
3.2.2. From HpBq to Hqsℓp2q. In HpBq, dually to the two steps just mentioned, we
take a subalgebra and then a quotient [4]. In the basis chosen above, the subalgebra
(which is also a Uqsℓp2q submodule) is the one generated by z, B, and λ . Its quotient by
λ 2p  1 gives the 2p3-dimensional algebra
Hqsℓp2q  Crz,B,λ s
L
p(3.4) and pλ 2p1qq.
As an associative algebra,
Hqsℓp2q  Cqrz,BsbpCrλ s{pλ 2p1qq,
with the p2-dimensional algebra
(3.7) Cqrz,Bs  Crz,Bs{pzp, Bp, Bzpqq1qq2zBq.
The Uqsℓp2q action on Hqsℓp2q is given by the last three lines in (3.5), with the central
column rewritten for K  k2. The coaction δ : Hqsℓp2q Ñ Uqsℓp2qbHqsℓp2q follows
from (1.3) as
λ ÞÑ 1bλ ,
zm ÞÑ
m¸
s0
p1qsqsp1mqpqq1qs

m
s

EsKmb zms,
B
m
ÞÑ
m¸
s0
qspmsqpqq1qs

m
s

FsKsmbBms.
3.2.3. With the Uqsℓp2q action and coaction given above, Hqsℓp2q is a braided commu-
tative Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-module algebra.
3.3. Matrix braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld module algebras. It follows that
Cqrz,Bs in (3.7) — the algebra of “quantum differential operators on a line”— is also a
braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-module algebra. It is in fact the full matrix
algebra [39],
(3.8) Cqrz,Bs  MatppCq.
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3.3.1. That Cqrz,Bs is (semisimple and) isomorphic to MatppCq already follows from a
more general picture elegantly developed in [44], where “para-Grassmann” algebras of
the form Crz,Bs{pzp,Bpq with various additional relations on the ziB j were studied. The
relations between our z and B,
B
m zn 
¸
i>0
qp2miqn im
ipi1q
2

m
i

n
i

ris!
 
qq1
i
zniBmi
(where the range of i is bounded above by minpm,nq because of the q-binomial coeffi-
cients), are nondegenerate in terms of the classification in [44], hence the isomorphism
with the full matrix algebra.
We describe (3.8) as an isomorphism of Uqsℓp2q module comodule algebras. The gen-
erators z and B have the respective matrix representations Z and D in (1.15) (where we
do not reduce the expressions using that qp 1 and rp is  ris to highlight a pattern).
Coaction (1.16) is then just the m  1 case of the formulas in 3.2.2, and it is not difficult
to see that the last three lines in (3.5) yield formulas (1.12)–(1.14) — so far, with no effect
of the rescaling of λ in (1.12).
3.3.2. Once Cqrz,Bs is thus identified with MatppCq, we can write
Hqsℓp2q  Matp
 
C2prλ s

(where we recall that C2prλ s  Crλ s{pλ 2p 1q), and it is immediate to see from (3.5)
that λ entering the matrix entries rescales under the Uqsℓp2q action as indicated in (1.12).
This establishes formulas (1.12)–(1.14).
3.3.3. For example, for p  3, choosing xi j  λ ni jyi j with λ -independent yi j, we have
F ⊲



λ n11y11 λ n12y12 λ n13 y13
λ n21y21 λ n22y22 λ n23 y23
λ n31y31 λ n32y32 λ n33 y33

Æ





λ n21 y21 λ n22 y22 qn11λ n11 y11 λ n23 y23  qn122λ n12y12
q1λ n31y31 q1λ n32y32 qn212λ n21y21 q1λ n33y33  qn224λ n22y22
0 qn31 2λ n31y31 qn32 λ n32y32

Æ

.
3.3.4. As an example of the coaction in matrix form, δ : MatppCqÑUqsℓp2qbMatppCq,
we give the only typographically manageable case, that of p  2. Writing elements of
Uqsℓp2qbMat2pCq as matrices with Uqsℓp2q-valued entries, we have
δX


p12iEFK3qx11 Fx122iEK3x21 2iEFK3x22 2iEK2x11 K3x122iEK2x22
FK3x11 K3x21FK3x22 p1K22iEFK3qx11 Fx122iEK3x21 pK2 2iEFK3qx22

.
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3.3.5. It would be interesting to find a direct matrix derivation of the Yetter–Drinfeld
axiom for MatppCq and the braided commutativity property
pX
p1q ⊲Y qXp0q  XY, X ,Y P MatppCq.
We illustrate the structure occurring in the left-hand side here before the matrix multipli-
cation, with the known result, is evaluated (again, necessarily restricting ourself to p 2):
pX
p1q ⊲Y qbXp0q 

y11 y12
y21 y22

b

0 x12
x21 0

 

y11 y12
y21 y22

b

x11 0
0 x22

 


i
2 y12 0
i
2 py11 y22q 
i
2 y12

b

0 2ipx11 x22q
0 0

 

i
2 y12 0
i
2 py11 y22q
i
2 y12

b

2ix21 0
0 2ix21

 

y21 y11 y22
0 y21

b

0 0
x22 x11 0

 

y21 y22 y11
0 y21

b

x12 0
0 x12

 

i
2 py22 y11q 0
0 i2 py22 y11q

b

2ipx11 x22q 0
0 2ipx11 x22q

.
3.4. Hopf algebroid with the MatppCq base. Theorem 4.1 in [2] nicely reinterprets
the structure of a braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld H-module algebra A as a bial-
gebroid structure on A#H. (We refer the reader to [2] for a comprehensive discussion of
pHopf|biqalgebroids, also in relation to Lu’s bialgebroids [16], Xu’s bialgebroids with an
anchor [45], and Takeuchi’s A-bialgebras [46], as well as for references to other related
works.)
The examples of Hopf algebroids A#H with our braided commutative Yetter–Drinfeld
module algebras A  MatppC2prλ sq or A  MatppCq may be of some interest because of
the explicit matrix structure of the base algebra A. Below, we follow [2], adapting the
formulas there to a left comodule algebra by duly inserting the antipodes. To somewhat
simplify the notation, we discuss the “λ -independent” example, i.e., the Hopf algebroid
structure of A  MatppCq#Uqsℓp2q; reintroducing C2prλ s on the matrix side is left to
the reader.
As a vector space, A  MatppUqsℓp2qq, matrices with Uqsℓp2q-valued entries; we can
therefore write 1# h  1h (h P Uqsℓp2q), where 1 is the unit p p matrix; with a slight
abuse of notation, similarly, X # 1  X , understood as a “constant” p p matrix. An
arbitrary element of A can be written as
°p
i, j1 ei jhi j, where the ei j are the standard
elementary matrices and hi j P Uqsℓp2q. The smash-product composition is then given by

p¸
i, j1
ei jhi j
	
p¸
m,n1
emngmn
	

p¸
i, j1
p¸
m,n1
ei jph1i j⊲ emnqh2i jgmn, hi j,gmn P Uqsℓp2q,
with the left action ⊲ to be evaluated in accordance with (1.12)–(1.14). We write A 
MatppUqsℓp2qq#, with the subscript reminding of the smash-product composition in this
algebra (which is highly nonstandard from the matrix standpoint).
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The relevant structures
ε : AÑ MatppCq,
s, t : MatppCq ÑA,
∆ : AÑAbMatppCqA,
τ : AÑA
(the counit, the source and target maps, the coproduct, and the antipode) are as follows.
The counit ε : AÑ MatppCq acts componentwise,
ε

p¸
i, j1
ei jhi j
	

p¸
i, j1
ei jεphi jq.
The source map s : MatppCq Ñ A is the identical map onto constant matrices. The
target map t : MatppCq ÑA MatppCq#Uqsℓp2q is given by
tpXq  X
p0q#S
1
pX
p1qq,
where δ pXq  X
p1qbXp0q P Uqsℓp2qbMatppCq is the coaction defined in (1.16). It then
follows that Z and D in (1.15) map under t into the following two-diagonal matrices with
Uqsℓp2q-valued entries:
tpZq 








pqq1qE 0
K pqq1qE 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 . . . K pqq1qE 0
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . K pqq1qE

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

,(3.9)
tpDq  pqq1q








FK K
0 FK q1r2sK
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 . . . 0 FK q2prp1sK
0 . . . . . 0 FK

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

.(3.10)
For any complex matrix Y 
°
m,n ymnZmDn, we use (3.9) and (3.10) to calculate tpY q 
°
m,n ymntpDqntpZqm PA (evidently, with the smash-product multiplication understood).
Furthermore, elementary calculation using the braided commutativity shows that
tpY qpX #hq  X  tpY q h, X ,Y P MatppCq,
where, abusing the notation, the dot denotes both matrix product and the product in
Uqsℓp2q, with articulately no “smash” effects because multiplication with a constant ma-
trix is on the left and with a Uqsℓp2q element on the right.
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The coproduct ∆ : AÑAbMatppCqA is (co)componentwise,
∆

p¸
i, j1
ei jhi j
	

p¸
i, j1
ei jh1i j bMatppCq1h
2
i j, hi j P Uqsℓp2q.
The bMatppCq product is here defined with respect to the right action of MatppCq on A via
pX #hq.Y  tpY qpX #hq and the left action via Y.pX #hq  spY qpX #hq, and hence
pX  tpAq hqbMatppCqpY #gq  pX #hqbMatppCqpAY #gq
holds for all X ,A,Y P MatppCq and g,h P Uqsℓp2q (where the first factor in the left-hand
side, again, involves matrix and Uqsℓp2q products on the different sides of tpAq).
The antipode τ : AÑA is given by another simple adaptation of a formula in [2]:
τpX #hq  p1#Sphqq
 
pSpX2
p1q
q⊲X
p0qq#SpX
1
p1q
q

, X P MatppCq, h P Uqsℓp2q,
with the product in the right-hand side to be taken in A.2 On 1#Uqsℓp2q, this is just the
Uqsℓp2q antipode, and on MatppCq, τpXq  p1#SpX
p1qqqpXp0q#1q; a simple calculation
then shows that
τpZq  q2tpZq,
τpDq  q2tpDq.
Being an anti-algebra map, again, this extends to all of MatppCq Q
°
m,n ymnZmDn.
Some of the Hopf algebroid properties (see [2, Defnition 2.2] for a nicely refined list of
axioms), e.g., τptpXqq  spXq and tpXqspYq  spY qtpXq, are evident for A  MatppCq#
Uqsℓp2q described in matrix form; with others, it is not entirely obvious how far one
can proceed with verifying them in a purely matrix language, i.e., not following [2] in
resorting to the Yetter–Drinfeld module algebra properties; so much more interesting is
the fact that MatppUqsℓp2qq# at q eipi{p is a Hopf algebroid over MatppCq.
As already noted, it is entirely straightforward to extend the above formulas to de-
scribe MatppC2prλ sq #Uqsℓp2q  MatppUqsℓp2qbC2prλ sq# as a Hopf algebroid over
MatppC2prλ sq  MatppCrλ s{pλ 2p1qq.
3.5. Heisenberg “chains.” The Heisenberg n-tuples{chains defined in 2.5.3 can also be
“truncated” similarly to how we passed from HpBq to Hqsℓp2q. An additional possibility
2And the section γ of the natural projection AbAÑAbMatppCqA, required in the definition of a Hopf
algebroid [2] to satisfy the condition m  pidb τq  γ ∆  s  ε , is given by γ : pX # hqbMatppCq pY # gq ÞÑ
pX  tpY q hqbp1gq.
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here is to drop the coinvariant λ altogether, which leaves us with the “truly Heisenberg”
Yetter–Drinfeld Uqsℓp2q-module algebras
H2  Cpq rB1s'Cpq rz2s  Cqrz2,B1s,
H2n  Cpq rB1s'Cpq rz2s' . . .'Cpq rB2n1s'Cpq rz2ns,
H2n 1  Cpq rB1s'Cpq rz2s' . . .'Cpq rB2n1s'Cpq rz2ns'Cpq rB2n 1s
(or their infinite versions), where Cpq rBsCrBs{Bp and Cpq rzsCrzs{zp with the braiding
inherited from 2.5.3, which amounts to using the relations
Bi z j  qq1 q2z j Bi
for all (odd) i and (even) j, and
zi z j  q2z j zi p1q2qz2j ,
BiB j  q2B j Bi p1q2qB2j ,
i> j
(and zpi  and Bpi  0; our relations may be interestingly compared with those in para-
Grassmann algebras studied in [47]).
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